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Sydney gathering LiveStreamed NOW

Over the next two days, the One project is hosting one of it's two annual gatherings in Australia. The first begins in Sydney in just minutes. You may join this gathering from anywhere in the world via LiveStream by clicking this link. Due to copyright, some portions won't be LiveStreamed but most will. Remember, Sydney is approximately 17 hours ahead of the USA's PST, so 4pm PST is 9am tomorrow (the starting time for the gathering) in Sydney. You may also interact with Reflections by looking at these related questions. Wether you can join us online or not, we'd appreciate your prayers through this ministry, that in all we do Jesus may be lifted up so that all would be drawn to Him.
Perth gathering begins in One Week

Following Sydney the Perth gathering begins July 26-27, 2014. Registration has closed, but if you'd like to be put on a mailing list, please email us. Otherwise, there should be LiveStream options for this as well, we'll keep you updated as we get closer. And remember, to join us in Perth on July 26-27, 2014 AUS time, if you're in the US, you add approximately 15 hours ahead of PST, so the gathering begins at 4pm PST in the US or 9am in Perth.